Closed on the evening of the Tuesday having Baden's half formed the idea to accompany me as far as Paris.

The next morning 30th October I left again at 7:00 to the office, regarding my affairs, with a letter of introduction to his Liverpool home which he left with me at the same time of his great desire to come soon to a conclusion with me. I went then home again, packed up my luggage paid my half, amounting to about 2 guineas, more than not got any money.

Lined up cough after an assassination going to the great Western railroad. I wished to have good society on the way although such a journey I took a ticket for the first class. The Western railroad station is a cold and bare building which corresponds with the commence of the object. The work on at half past twelve o'clock. The weather was pretty fair pleasant and I was happy delighted with the beautiful scenery on both sides of the railroad when the train passed. It lasted a long while.